E&E News tracks the ins-and-outs of federal agencies that drive energy and environmental policy and regulations. A subscription to E&E News allows you access to unique reporting on federal agency work life, regulatory actions, political developments, and policy implications.

**REGULATION COVERAGE**

E&E News covers government regulations related to energy and environment by monitoring legislative and regulatory activities at the federal, state, and local levels. Our journalists report on proposed and final rules, provide analysis on the potential impact of regulatory actions, and interview key stakeholders for their perspectives and insights.

**FEDERAL WORKFORCE COVERAGE**

E&E News closely follows personnel movements and operations within federal agencies. Our reporting offers comprehensive analysis and up-to-date news on agency leadership and priorities which enables policy professionals to stay informed on how the changes would influence regulatory agendas.

**CLIMATE CHANGE COVERAGE**

E&E News stays on top of the latest scientific research, policy debates, and industry trends on energy and environmental issues. Our timely and accurate coverage includes political and economic implications of climate change, mitigation and adaptation strategies, regulatory actions, international agreements, and market trends.

**25 YEARS OF COVERAGE**

Subscribers have access to 25 years of energy and environmental coverage through our online platform. Gain a deep and comprehensive understanding of past and current developments in specific topic areas. The accumulated knowledge empowers you to make informed decisions and analyze the possible impacts of new regulations.

Visit eenews.net/get-access to request for a free trial and discover how E&E News can keep you up to date on critical issues impacting your work.